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E2A., J__comers fre7uamtly find they need to supplement their

textbocKs outside materials Since students are indi-'

viduals, each with a paticular earning style, every class is

differeat. Thus, any -.`sting urriculum requires tailoring

7: a7lcw fc. 2-an-7;inE s-- dent ne s. iseful in achLevIng this

c,1 t e crest_ re _Aaptati::) non-scholastic materialE,

=c-nvides greater opport.,--ties for stwlents to de-

uste English Language skills in meaning fu3 communi-

cative setings. Secondly', it is a neans of introc ic 7 valu-

1forraticm. And it adds ire -y 70

,.1a.smrcoln. ur- -her^. Th suc: L ~ials are reac avail-

Tartually en:thil:-. -.as the r:-ential to beco--?, a teach-

zaly recuires a little 7_.egination and z..ativity.

thi3- paper we cl..!-r suggest.l.onE for creative teaching

Cyfalopment, szggestions whi:n ESL teacher- can

easilF adapt to fit thair own classroo: needs. WhiLi we may

Nave a.;m0.d ur suggestions at particula7. proficiency Levels,

Sher : .1 rea.ezza whr _feas coulf not bo usec at almost

any _-veL, paper _s certainly no- meant to be an exhaus-

tive trey f thLs subject; rather we hope ESL teachers

will find t-..tey can utilize some of our suggestions as spring-

boards f deve_ipir,-,-, their own materials.
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1. The Mail Order Catalog

In addition to considering the four skill areas when select-

ing classroom materials, it is advisable to choose things which

will aid the ESL student in understanding American life and cul-

ture, and help him develop the ability to interact comfortably

in American society. An example of a material that serves this

dual purpose is the mail order catalog.
1 There are so many types

of catalogs that one can use--most are free or have a minimal

cos4, and all are easily obtained from department stores, equip -

me-nt manufacturers, and many more.

Initial class discussion can center around some of the

techniques used in mail-order catalogs to "sell" a prcduct. The

teacher may want to direct students/ attention to how vocabulary,

tone and grammar usage are used in advertisements to influence

buyers' choice. Students can compare how selling techl-liques

avry among different kinds of products and catalogs by consider-

ing such questions ass To which senses are the advertisements

trying to appeal? What type of consumer is Catalog X trying to

attrac What kinds of adjectives are used in advertisements

for :%:.1,1J:.4, ,-' in Catalog Y? How do these differ from the adjec-

tiv 'A Catalog Z for the same product?

After the discussion, students can write their own adver-

tisement: using excerpts from catalogs as models. Students

can later share their "ads", and the class may even be encouraged

to vote on the advertisement that best "sold" them. Students

can also prepare longer advertisements which would be suitalbe

for broadcast as radio commercials and present these to other

classes.

4



Most mail order catalogs contain extensive infor-

.2.bout guarantees, credit plans, shipping and Jelivery a-

tion and more. Reading for specific informE -ion

in non-academic reading such as this, as well as -cic

tional purposes, and it _a important that the etude: 7F 1,

familiar with the techn.:_cue of skimming for is ty- )f -e

ing. To start the students off, the instruc7 -2 can _r )g

several pages from an ol:1 telephone -nook whic: have

into columns. Attached to each column is a se -ies

tasks which the students must complete. In the fir= iXE' a p

the students are given a name which they must locatE L c__. ;ly

imenikagetp scanning the column. When they have foln th, naP,

they must write the corresponding address and phone

The students must complete this exercise within a :7

period, say one minute. In the second exercise ,uderns

are given the addressond must supply the name and hone

number. For this task we allow a little more time .7',Dr the

previous one. In'the third exercise the students a

telephone number, and must furnish the name and ad'cF

activity is more difficult than the first two, and

time should be allotted, about 2i minutes.

We find using a telephone book more helpful 7 s ono a

reading passage for introducing the technique of _ ing.

There is less distraction from surrounding words, = making

it easier to focus the students' attention on the aL ming pro -

book
cess itself. The telephone4also employ§ a 'lumber c_ )ortant

visual clues such as bold versus fine print, and aiph )etiza-

tion, which students need to learn to recognize and in

5
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readinE interpreting reading materials. Later, as students

fe-7?1 using t -.is technicue, they can Degin to work

on p.717-7 taken from a Eitalor. first the teacher tis-

i: list of questions pn inf =77 .._or_ contined in the

F..1-3ge. This way the Etud:Elt :now bEf)rehand just

need to look for as they Ate, T'e students be-

ElLilled at simmLng, they er ait to distribute

7.3 until after :hey have :-.ned the reading.

the mail order catalog for SpOkP' can

a --..:.dents in developing cultural 3e 3itlIvity. Possible

.clude: What items in a partic catalog reflect

'acteristics of American cultur?I Which items se. 1.

the north and not in the south. Why? Which items

c most popular in a city? In th- country? With young

rpople' With senior citizens? In whicl seasons? For what
44

olida ? The list is endless, and s-udent ansers will STAMII'-
4

questions and responses among the members of the

Problem-solving activities based on segments of a mail

order. catalog can be done in pairs or small groups. For examples

_':ou have $XX, you want to buys

a) equipment for a camping trip
b) a kitchen appliance
c) clothing for winter skiing
j) a wedding gift for a couple who already has "everything"

Further activites for spoken and -11_Ftening. skills develop-

ment that can be incorporated into this :nit are roleplays on

applying for a credit card, placing telphnne orders, returning

6
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mer:2handise broke under -arrantee, and _lir12- for info:

mstion abou- product. Mor proficient stue tE, can actual _y

storeF. -o gather inf=mation.3

:=cps

Local, _oral and s to maps have a va of.uses,

only can be used -_-/1 develop and/or is r-ove comnetE

jiving r Jiving directions, but they 2n prcvi;-- t.

2asis for c:-----3tion practice, impromptu speeches, and

writinE a-7sagnments. For example, giver she name of

town such as W_lLiamsville or Peterstown, a .:1--Jdunt pretends

-e is one of -s founders of that town, and must explain

:-.1e town was :d for that particular person Other aAi-ities

focus on tow/ ith somewhat unusual names--Painted Fost,

heads, Bath-- for a foreign city or country--Seneva, Har:urg,

Peru, Mexico. Students think of reasons why the original 2esi-

dents might l_ve chose such a name for their community; they

invent imagiary characters from those towns; they describL the

kinds of houses there. These can'be oral or written exei-cises,

or a combination of the two. And certainly these are just a

few of the possibilities.

). Photograph Albums

Photographs can provide the stimulus for unusual discussionS

and writing assignments. Students can write biographies of

family members and friends, or they can recount the story be-

hind a particular photograph. They :Jay want to compare and

7
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contrast differences in clothing s-yles over the rears or

among different cultures. StudentE can describe -daces, feel-

inc7s or people in photographs; the can discuss a significant

evnt in their lives.

More specifically, one photog7a-Dh can be uses for an in-

writing and discussion activ_ such as the following.

Tile teacher divides the class intc nail groups- lows them a

pl-otograph, and explainsz

We are going to work togethe:- -o write a story about
this picture. Group one is 7c.ng to write the begin-
ning, Groups two and three t.:!,e middle,and Group four
the ending.* As your group w_-71.7es its portion of the
story, don't let the other gro-,Aps see or IIIMOMMMO h CAA10,,k

you ate doitig. When everyone has finished, we'll put
all the pieces together, ar hIlve our story.

While the students are writing, :he teacher mov-s among the

croups to help them with any prcJlems they are :laving, and to

Yelp them correct grammatical elrurs.

This is e rather fun writing exercise for students. They

have the opportunity to interact with one 1-. her in English,

and the results are always humorous. The teacher can take this

activity even further by encouraging class discussion on the

story itself with questions such as: Why did group four choose

to end the story this way? How would you have ended it? Why?

Why did group three write such a middle? What does it do to

the beginning? And so on.

The number and size of groups would vary with the size of the
class.



Posters

Posters are some of the most useful, easily found and

:pensive teaching materials available. A poster need not

-articularly beautiful or',,riginal, but merely offer some-

g that may become part of a lesson. For instance, we

0-17e across a VISTA "Volunteers for America" poster which We

fomd quite suitable for classroom use. It pictured a poverty-

stricken Appalachian family engaged in various activities arouna

their ramshackle farmhouse. To initiate a lesson using this

poster, the teacher can begin with a lecture on such a topic

as rural America, the plight of the poor, what is poverty, the

contrasts between rich and poor in the United States, etc. Or,

the teacher can choose to start off with a reading from an

appropriate novel, magazine er newspaper article. Once the

teacher has finished the presentation, the students can talk

about it. This discussion can begin with comprehension ques-

tions, and later the students may take part in less-structured

discussion, perhaps centering around their personal reactions

to the poster and the lecture/reading.

5. Sample Lesson Plan

In this final section we have chos4to present a somewhat

detailed mini-lesson to illlstrate the range of possibilities

for using non-academic materials in the classroom. In reading

this section, please keep in mind that we are presenting this

particular lesson within a flexible framework that can be used

as a guide in developing similar lessons on a variety of other

(01
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topics at different proficiency levels.

The following is a general outline of objectives for a

week's lesson. We like to use such an outline in order to

remind ourselves and our students just what we are doing and

why.

Lesson Objectives

1, To improve aural comprehension
2. To improve specifiC writing skills

(These are determined by students' needs)
3. To develop understanding of specific grammar point3

(These are determined by students' needs, previous
lesson material, problems that arise in the course
of assignments.)

4, To improve specific reading skills
5. To develop the four skill areas in an integrated

manner by promoting better understanding and communi-
cation among class members and their social environ-
ment through:

a) simulations of life situations
b) encouraging class members to interact freely

with one another in meaningful contexts using
English.

First, the objectives of the week's lesson are briefly

reviewed with the students, and they are given a schedule of

activities and assignment due dates. The lesson itselfL.

"'she Trip"--begins with an introductory reading of a selected

passage from atravel diarypa travel brochure, a travel guide,

or perhaps something original by the teacher.

After the initial ptesentation, the teacher moves on to

comprehension questions, vocabulary review, and a discussion

which includes Possible roleplay projects: Where the class is

going to travel to, possible roles and situations. For example,

it the students decide that the roleplay is going to be a trip
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to Florida, then roles can include airline ticket clerk, travel

agent, hotel manager, restaurant waitress, taxicab driver and

tour guide. If, however, the students choose to take their

imaginary trip outside the United States, others roles will be

neededs bank teller for money exchange, consulate officer for

visas, and so on.

Next the students choose their roles and break into small

zroups or pairs to prepare their roles. For homework, the

students must write a brief description as to who they they are

going to be and what they will be doing. The teacher, of course,

will h2e to help the students select roles appropriate to their

level of English, as well as provide useful vocabulary, phrases

aid structures.

On the second day, the students turn in their homework and

go directly into practicing their role-playing. To make this

more interesting and realistic, travel brochures, timetables,

and pictures can be brought to class, prefera'oly by the students

themselves. By the end of the class period, every student should

be familiar with his role.

Th chi's
homework assignment asks the students to begin

prepar ng their own travel brochures or itineraries. The stu-

dents, using commercial travel literature, must write and

design similar material for their role. For example, a student

who is roleplaying hotel manager would write a few paragraphs

describing his hotel, what it has to offer, etc. Likewise, .a

student roleplaying travel guide would describe where the tour

is going. Thecompleted assignment is not due until the end

1.1
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of this entire unit, but students are encouraged to consult

with the teacher on any problems they may be encountering.

For ].ewer levels, the teacher may wish to allot class time for

working on this project.

The thii.d day involves somewhat different class acti-

vities. The teacher reviews pertinent idioms, does some pro-

nunciation drills, and sound and word discrimination exercises

on problems that arose during the roleplays. The teacher also

has number of mini-situations prepared on index cards which

s/he passes out to the students. These include such situations

as going out for dinner and finding an error in the check;

losing one's way in a strange'city; driving on the highway and

having the car break down; going to the theater 2nd finding

one's zipper is broken; etc.. These mini- roleplays give the

students the chance to practice impromptu speaking, and the

opportunity to enact different roles within the context of

the travel unit.

For homework the students are asked to look in newspapapers

and magazines for the idioms convered in class or others imilar

to them. They must also continue to work on their "brochures".

The fourth day is spent on structure review. By this -.time

the teacher has had the opportunity to look at some of the

students' written work and notice their common trouble spots

and weaknesses. S/he incorporates these problem areas into

a grammar lesson. For instance, the teacher sees that a numbe-

of students are having difficulty with the passive voice.

12
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Accordingly the teacher goes over the structure and reinforces

it through written and oral exercises relevant to the unit.

Students can also refer to the travel literature to see how the

structure is used in context.

For the following day the students are requested to pre-

pare a short speech--3-5 minutes--on a trip they have taken,

as well as to finish their "brochures".

On' the last day of this unit, the students are given a

short quiz. They must also present their speeches and turn in

their projects. Finally, the students are asked for a brief

oral evaluation of the week's lessons Were the objectives

met? Did they learn anything? What? What did they like best?

Least? What would they change?

As a follow-up exercise, the students do further Leading

on an area of interest to them. For instance, if in planning

the "trip", someone became interested in the history or geo-

graphy of a particular region, he is encouraged to read more

about it. The teacher may even want to take the entire class

to a library in order to assist the students in choosing

materials appropriate to their reading ability.

In conclusion, we would like to emphasize our belief that

virtually anything can be-regarded as a potential teaching aid.

The one essential requirement is a teaCher with an active ima-

gination and a receptiveness to new and different ideas. In

this paper we have tried to suggest some creative classroom

13
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uses of non-academic materials. As stated earlier, this paper

is not an all-inclusive discussion of creative materials develop-

ment, but an attempt to offer some ideas which will be stimu-

lating to other ESL teachers looking for ways to supplement

their curricula. Although in the course of this paper we have

concerned ourselves exclusively with the ESL teacher working

in the United States, many of these ideas can certainly be

used in other teaching situations.

14



FOOTNOTES

1. For further information see also Timothy M. Scanlon, "French
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and Conversation," The :drench Review, Vol. LII, No. 2,

December, 1978.

2. Christina Bratt Paulston and Howard Selekman, "Interaction
Activities in the Foreign Language Classroom, or How to

Grow a Tulip-Rose", Foreian Language Annals, Vol. 9, No. 3

May, 1976.

3. Ibid.


